
Experience the wellness benefits of a massage chair paired with  feature-rich conveniences to completely 
envelop you in wellness, comfort, and luxury. Octane Seating’s innovative Air Cell Massage System combines 

deep tissue air cell massage with soothing heat therapy to provide a therapeutic and relaxing experience.

Air cell massage technology soothes the body 
and aids with overall body stiffness.

HELPS WITH BODY STIFFNESS

Enjoy a reinvigorated positive mood and a 
boost in energy levels through massage.

BETTER MOOD & ENERGY

Multiple air chambers inflate and deflate to 
displace pressure & relieve your pain points.

ELIMINATES PRESSURE POINTS

Enjoy deeper and longer sleep when mas-
sage becomes part of your daily routine.

ASSISTS WITH RESTFUL SLEEP

Your muscles are slowly stretched allowing 
you to experience increased flexibility.

INCREASED FLEXIBILITY

Feel your daily stresses and anxiety melt 
away when enjoying our massage.

REDUCES STRESS & ANXIETY

Massage stimulates positive feelings and 
releases endorphins, aiding in pain relief.

OVERALL PAIN RELIEF

Muscles are relaxed and massaged, reducing 
tension and body stress.

REDUCED MUSCLE TENSION

Increased mental clarity & awareness is 
achieved through massage and relaxation.

POSITIVE MENTAL CLARITY

Increased blood flow, improved circulation 
and overall positive health benefits.

IMPROVED CIRCULATION

HEAT & MASSAGE SYSTEM



Our soothing heat therapy offers the following key health benefits.

All Heat & Massage models also provide a power headrest, power lumbar and power recline.

DEEP HEAT THERAPY

Targeted heat relief along your mid and lower 
back provides comfort and calmness.

HEATING REGIONS

Feel more relaxed and calm using heat 
therapy. Helps facilitate deeper sleep.

INCREASED RELAXATION

Daily anxiety and stress are reduced with 
heat therapy, leaving you feeling invigorated.

REDUCES DAILY STRESS

Increased overall body wellness and pain 
relief with a regular heat therapy regimen.

SOOTHING PAIN RELIEF

Better muscle performance, along with re-
duced and improved muscle tension.

ALLEVIATES MUSCLE TENSION

Heat therapy stimulates blood flow while 
improving your overall circulation.

AIDS CIRCULATION

TRIPLE MOTOR SYSTEM

Our motorized lumbar system provides unparalleled 
comfort & support. Eliminates the need to twist and turn 

when sitting, and aids in proper spinal cord alignment.

POWER LUMBAR SYSTEM
At the touch of a button the motor adjusts the angle 
of the headrest providing head and neck relief. Also 

achieve the perfect line of sight when watching movies.

POWER HEADREST SYSTEM
Our german engineered motor drive system is whis-
per quiet, smooth and offers an unlimited amount of 
reclining positions all at the simple touch of a button.

POWER RECLINE



Adjust the headrest for optimal head & neck 
relief. Achieve the perfect line of sight when 
watching movies.

MOTORIZED HEADREST

Simply press and hold to initiate and return 
the recliner to the fully upright position.

HOME BUTTON

Automatically recline to an unlimited number 
of positions at the simple touch of a button.

POWERED RECLINE

Adjust the seat cushion to your desired shape 
along your spine for a premium comfort expe-
rience.

MOTORIZED LUMBAR

Experience 3 modes of air cell massage pro-
viding key health benefits: Pulsating, Wave and 
Alternating.

MASSAGE MODES

Four massage zones that can be individually 
turned on or off for a personalized & targeted 
massage.

MASSAGE ZONES

Targeted heat relief along your mid & lower 
back provides comfort, calmness, and overall 
body wellness.

HEAT THERAPY

HEAT & MASSAGE WAND


